
 
 
 
 

TOOLS AND/OR TUTORIALS RELATED TO FLIPPED LEARNING 
EXAMPLES OF TOOLS USED BY TEACHERS/TRAINERS IN ROMANIA 

1.  Quik GoPro 
 

 
 

Quik is a video application for teachers and students in the world of video editing. It helps you 

quickly create videos from the photos and videos you have on your phone, for which you have the 

option to add synchronized music transitions and effects. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.stupeflix.replay&hl=ro&gl=US 

Website: https://community.gopro.com/t5/en/Install-Quik-for-desktop/ta-p/398855 

Videos tutorials: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTaVFnKVdoQ&feature=emb_logo 
 

Quik develops basic video editing skills and perhaps more importantly, teaches you how to select 

relevant content to put in a video, document yourself and translate your work into a project. In 

addition, making a video has a goal, a theme, a message, which means having a plan to follow. Of 

course, the graphic suggestions that the application makes and the multiple possibilities to combine 

them, contribute to the exercise of aesthetic sense and creativity. 

 

2.  Loom 

 
 

It is a tool that allows the creation of video tutorials for students, which can be easily integrated 

into the design of online lessons. 

Website: https://www.loom.com/ 

Videos tutorials: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ar2TAh7sF5o 

 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.stupeflix.replay&hl=ro&gl=US
https://community.gopro.com/t5/en/Install-Quik-for-desktop/ta-p/398855
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTaVFnKVdoQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.loom.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ar2TAh7sF5o


 

NETWORKS WORKING ON FLIPPED LEARNING AND/OR ALTERNATIVE PEDAGOGY 

1. AEL - computer aided training platform 

The AEL platform was developed by SIVECO and launched in 2001. It is a computer-assisted 

training and content management platform, being useful in teaching, learning, assessment and 

testing of students. It was introduced through a government project in almost all schools in 

Romania 

AEL and the lesson system introduced by this platform, represent a new way of learning, 

complementary to those we already know. The system can be successfully used by any educational 

institution in Romania, it can be translated and used in any country or region. 

Until now, it has more than 7 million beneficiaries worldwide, with 15,000 schools equipped with 

IT labs, providing access to cutting-edge technologies. The most exciting digital virtual library has 

over 16,000 interactive learning objects for 16 subjects. 

The platform has a friendly interface, adaptable to each user. AEL is implemented using current 

e-learning standards, it has implemented multilingual and regional support, and it is easy to 

configure. Within the schools there is a central data server, and within it all the data and teaching 

materials are managed. 

The virtual classroom is a module that allows the instructor to fully manage and control a lesson, 

composing, coordinating and monitoring the educational environment. An important advantage is 

that a virtual class allows a student to participate in a distance lesson, being connected to a 

computer. 

 

In a virtual classroom the teacher can: 

 control the transfer of the lesson to the students; 

 control their level of interaction with AEL; 

 administer and monitor tests; 

 communicate with students through discussion forums; 

 monitor students' work screens and online reports; 

 adapt the conduct of the class according to the rhythm and progress of each student; 

 obtain diverse and complex reports on the progress of the course; 

 modify the input parameters of a problem, so that students notice its influence on the 

results, including in a graphic, suggestive, attractive form. 

http://advancedelearning.com/index.php/articles/c3112 
 

Advantages of using the AEL: 

 it provides teachers with a flexible and effective complementary tool, supporting them in 

the teaching process; 

 allows the monitoring of the results obtained by the students, both during the courses and 

after their completion; 

 facilitates efficient resource planning; 

http://advancedelearning.com/index.php/articles/c3112


 increases the degree of receptivity and assimilation of knowledge; 

 offers a wide range of information sources; 

 stimulates collaboration within groups; 

 realizes the transition from learning by memorizing to learning based on discovery - 

learning by doing. 

The educational AEL is a good choice because it is designed to be flexible, the study being done 

at the pace of each student. It can be accessed from anywhere and anytime, and from an economic 

point of view, it reduces training costs, travel, etc. 

 

2. Google Classroom 

Google classroom is a learning management program created and managed by Google, which 

offers the possibility to communicate quickly (Google chat), to communicate by e-mail (G-mail), 

but also real-time conversations with students (Google meet). 

It is a very easy to use service, being introduced in August 2014 by Google. It is currently used by 

over 20 million users. The application facilitates the interaction as well as the collaboration 

between teacher and student because accessible questions and answers can be formulated in real 

time, and homework can be uploaded more easily from any device used by the student (tablet, 

smart phone, laptop). Google classroom allows you to insert pictures into Google forms. Google 

classroom also gives parents the opportunity to see their students' activities at classes on an 

ongoing basis. 

Documents can be created and easily stored / saved by both teachers and students. 

 

Steps in creating a class on Google classroom: 

 access the application from the address: https://classroom.google.com, select the Sign in 

button, and then connect to the e-mail address; 

 the + button will be accessed un order to create or access a class; 

 a wallpaper will be chosen, through Select themes or Upload a photo and general 

information about the class will be entered; 

 if multiple classes are created, the user manages them from the main menu (Classroom 

Main Menu); 

 the teaching activity will be carried out through facilities offered by Google Classroom 

according to the following actions that will be followed by posts displayed on the main 

page: topics, announcements, work tasks, questions; 

 the registration of students can be done by invitations to their e-mail addresses or by 

registering individually, by entering a code provided by the teacher in order to register in 

the virtual classroom. 

 

Advantages of using Google Classroom: 

 secure-to-use application that stores information in the Cloud; 

 easy to use; 



 adding students to the course can be done relatively easily; 

 the possibility to manage several courses; 

 the possibility to create templates with a single click; 

 keeping materials and resources in one place; 

 you can work in an organized way; 

 the possibility to provide real-time feedback; 

 one-click content distribution; 

 initiating debates and managing discussions. 

 

Kahoot 

It is a free learning platform that is based on learning through play and technology. It was launched 

in March 2013 in Norway and is currently used by over 50 million users in over 180 countries. It 

can be accessed at: https://kahoot.com/schools-u/ and is designed to be used in the classroom, but 

also in other educational environments around the world. The Kahoot platform is useful to involve 

students in competitions on different topics, in any subject or to consolidate and evaluate the 

knowledge and notions acquired in class. Kahoot is best played in groups, being very useful in 

class. Players can answer questions on their own devices, and questions and answers are displayed 

on a common screen so that feedback is provided immediately to each student. You can use the 

existing games on the platform or you can create new ones after creating an account on the 

platform. 

Learning through games promotes discussion and pedagogical impact, even if the players are not 

in the same room, but in different corners of the world. 

In order to use this platform and use its benefits, we need to go through the following steps: 

 creating a free account on kahoot.it 

 you will be asked to complete the following: your role:  

 

- select teacher from the list;  

- school or university:  

- select your school;  

- Username;  

- enter your e-mail;  

- password;  

- tap Created account and an account will be created. 

 

Once you have created an account, you can create your own tests or you can access one of the 

many tests on the platform, which you can solve together with the students in the class. There are 

two ways students can participate: either individually or in teams. After the test has been launched, 

a code will be generated which the students will enter in the application previously downloaded 

on the mobile phones or tablets. 

 

https://kahoot.com/schools-u


The teacher launches the test on the interactive whiteboard, and the students answer questions on 

their mobile phones. The questions are projected on the board, each answer having an associated 

color and a geometric figure. Students select the answers on their mobile phones by selecting the 

color and geometric shape corresponding to the correct answer. 

The answers given by the students are automatically recorded on the platform, they can view a 

ranking of the best 5 scores, after each answer, but also the final ranking after finishing the test. 

Also, at the end of the test the teacher receives in his account a report: an overall analysis of the 

results of all students and an analysis of each question in the test. 

Thanks to this prompt feedback, students feel rewarded and stimulated in the future to get a better 

result. Using the competitive spirit of students to the fullest, the Kahoot platform manages to 

capitalize on the teacher's efforts through state-of-the-art technology, so that mobile phones 

become valuable teaching aids. In this way, a harmonious combination of educational goals can 

be achieved with the students' areas of interest. 

 

Advantages of using the Kahoot platform: 

 ensures interactivity by developing creativity, insight and distributive attention; 

 provides immediate feedback for student and teacher; 

 reduces stress, the use of the application in evaluation encouraging the creation of a pleasant 

climate; 

 allows the storage and centralization of student results, they can be downloaded in graphs and 

tables; 

 saving time - correcting instantly, as well as centralizing automatically the results; 

 diversification of evaluation methods; 

 eliminating the possibility for a student to copy 

 the objectivity of the evaluation; 

 improving the quality of the teaching-learning-assessment act. 

 

The use of Kahoot in activities with students in the classroom will have an impact both in the 

learning and assessment process, as well as in motivating students to permanently improve their 

learning activities. 

 

FEEDBACK FROM TEACHERS/TRAINERS 
Flipped learning classes, the experience of Bogdana Maria Ciudin, Maths teacher at 

LTABarcanesti 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tqOWHPDHa0k&feature=share  

A material prepared for the 12th grade students by Madalina Enache, Maths teacher at LTA 

Barcanesti. 
 

 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tqOWHPDHa0k&feature=share

